
Intro

You’re one of the greatest detectives in the country. You’ve been tracking down a group 
of thieves for months now, and you think you’ve figured where they will strike next. You 
are waiting in a bank (the bank you think they will strike) in the middle of the night, 
guarding the safe. It is storming.

1. A Peculiar Sound

Read aloud: Between the howling of the wind, you hear a peculiar sound coming from 
outside. 

[Have him/her roll the dice. If the number is nine or greater, he/she realizes that the 
sound is singing. If the number is between four and nine, he/she realizes the sound is a 
voice. If the number is four or less, he/she cannot make out the sound.] 

Read aloud: You must decide wether to go outside and see what the sound is, or stay 
and guard the safe. 

[If he/she decides to go outside, continue to 2, if they decide to stay and guard the safe, 
continue to 3.]

2. Noises in the night

Read aloud: As you leave the safe, the sound becomes clearer. When you arrive at the 
front door and look outside, you don’t see anything, and yet the noise persists. You must 
decide if you are going to step outside and see what’s making the noise, wait and see 
what happens, or go back to the safe. 

[If he/she goes back to the safe or waits by the counter, continue to 3. If he/she goes 
outside, continue to 4]

3. The Creaky Door

Read aloud: As you wait, the sound disappears, leading you to believe that you 
imagined it. Not long later, you hear the creaking of a door’s hinges. This time you know 
you aren’t imagining it. 

[Have him/her roll the dice. If the number is seven or greater, he/she realizes that the 
door which was opened came from the hallway to his/her left. If the number is six or 
lower, he/she cannot determine the direction the sound came from. If he/she found 
where the sound came from, he/she may choose to investigate the sound further, or just 
stay by the safe (or counter). If he/she did not determine where the sound came from, 



he/she must stay automatically. If he/she investigated further, continue to 5. If he/she 
stayed, continue to 6.]

4. The Parrot and the Hobo

Read aloud: After you went outside, you saw a man lying on the ground a few yards to 
your right. Your first assumption was murder. You instinctively felt for the man’s pulse. 
The man sat up quickly, clearly alarmed. 
“Get away from me, young ‘un!” he yells, jumping to his feet. “Kids these days,” he 
mutters to himself. “Ain’t got no respect for deir elders.”
You quickly apologize and explain to him that you are a detective and that when you 
saw him lying on the ground, you thought he was hurt.
“Aw, don’t worry; ol’ Ben can take care o’ himself.” 
You ask Ben if he heard an odd noise.
He answers, “Sure did. It’s muh singin’ parrot, o’ course.”

[Acting as Ben, explain to the player how Ben came to be homeless. After that, explain 
how he came to find his singing parrot. Finally, explain how he uses the parrot’s talent to 
get food.]

Read aloud: 
“You say you was a detective, right?” Ben asks you.
“Yes,” you reply.
He says, “Well, I seen, somthin’ kinda funny out back behind da bank. Thought ya might 
wanna see it.”
You remember that you cannot trust everyone. You have no idea wether or not this odd 
hobo is working with the thieves. And even if he’s not, he could still be deranged.

[The player must now choose wether to follow Ben, or to go back inside to guard the 
safe once more. If he/she chooses to follow Ben, continue to 8. If the player chooses to 
go guard the safe, continue to 7.]

5. Maintenance Man

Read aloud: As you walk down the hallway, you find a man. He tells you he is the 
maintenance man for the bank. 

[Have the player roll the dice. If he/she rolls seven or lower, the player sees a name tag 
on the mans chest, which reads, “Bo Smithe.” If the player rolls eight or higher, he/she 
realizes that the man’s name tag reads, “Bo Smithe”, but nobody on this outfit has such 
a name. The player must now choose to either stay and help the maintenance man 
sweep an office, or go and guard the safe. Remind the player that being a detective is 
not really about good deeds, his main job is to catch criminals. If the player chooses to 
help Bo Smithe sweep, continue to 7. If the player chooses to go back to the safe, 
continue to 6] 



6. Thieves

Read aloud: As you guard the safe, you see a group of men approaching. 

[The player rolls the dice. If the number is three or lower, he/she cannot recognize the 
group of men. If it is four or higher, the player recognizes them as the group of thieves.] 

Read aloud: You must decide what to do. You can wait for them to approach, or run 
outside to avoid them. 

[If the player waits for them to approach, continue to 9. If the player chooses to run 
outside, continue to 4.]

7. Robbed

Read aloud: You arrive at the safe to see that it is wide open and emptied of its 
contents. You see mud on the floor. Deducing it must have from the thieve’s shoes, you 
follow the mud. It led to a door at the back of the bank. You peak out the door to see a 
group of men loading money onto a truck. 

[Have the player roll the dice. If the number is five or lower, the thieves escape, and the 
story is over. If the number is six or higher, the player sees a megaphone laying against 
a wall, and the story continues.]

Read aloud (only if the player sees the megaphone): Thinking quickly, you pick up the 
megaphone, and, with a commanding voice, announce, “This is the police!”
The thieves jump in their car and quickly drive away. You save most of the money, but 
the thieves get away. Later, the city mayor thanks you for your help, but you can tell he 
is disappointed you allowed the thieves to escape. 
[The story is over.]

8. The Truck

Read aloud: Ben leads you around the building. On the other side, there is a large 
moving truck. 
“See, what I tell ya? I ain’t never see a truck here dis late befo’,” Ben comments.
You agree. No vehicle should be at a bank this late; it’s nearly 1 a.m.! 
“I ‘spose it might belong to a thieve,” Ben suggests.
Ben stole the thoughts from your mind. You ask him if he has anything sharp.
“Ya mean like muh parrot’s beak?”
“No, sharp enough to pop these tires,” you correct him.
“I’m on it!” Ben exclaims. After searching a few seconds, he yells, “Got somthin’!” 
As he pops the tires, you phone the police using a public telephone. You and go and 
hide with Ben. The police arrive right as the thieves exit the building. They drop the 



money and attempt to drive away in their car, unaware the tires had been popped. Later, 
you and Ben receive five thousand dollars and a merit for your accomplishment. 
[The story is over.]

9. Kidnapped

When the men see you, they take hold of you and blindfold you. They load you into a 
truck, and next thing you know, a man is guiding you somewhere. He throws you on the 
ground and suddenly you feel darkness. Finally, you realize you have been trapped 
inside of a closet. You escape eventually and go to a police station.
[The story is over.]


